Straight axle 4runner

Log in or Sign up. Toyota 4Runner Forum [4Runners. Welcome to 4Runners. You are currently
viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Anyone have a
rock crawler or solid axle 5th gen 4runner? Post Reply. Joined: Aug 10, Member: Messages: 1.
Hi everyone, New to the area, and was hoping someone could help. I've been back and forth
between a used 5th gen 4Runner and a JL Rubicon. The only thing leaning me right now a bit
towards a Jeep is that it feels more like a truck in how it drives. Or even done a solid axle swap?
If so, I'd love to chat with you about the build and maybe even meetup to check it out. Hope to
hear from any of you. Last edited: Aug 10, SandyTaco4x4 and Han4Run like this. SlvrSlug likes
this. Found this All though I hear the prius gets better mileage. SandyTaco4x4 , Dec 21,
WallyT4R and Thatbassguy like this. Vehicle: 4-Runner SR-5 P. SlvrSlug , Dec 21, WallyT4R likes
this. Show Ignored Content. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Remember Me? Site
Navigation. IFS compared to straight axle? I've heard a lot of people hate the independent front
suspension on most 4Runners? Why is there more preference towards straight axles? What are
the differences in off-roading capabilities? One guy I know cut the whole front end off of his
4Runner and welded in the front axle of a Grand Cherokee. Lots of different opinions out there.
You could search and read threads for a week and not even come close to covering all of them.
I've had a couple different IFS 4Runners, and my current wheeling rig is an '85 with a factory
solid axle. Here's how it breaks down for me: IFS, in general, is more versatile, more
comfortable, and to an extent safer than a solid front axle. It handles better, it soaks up bumps
better, it's less likely to fling you in the air and less likely to topple you when cornering at
speed. Those benefits come at the expense of sturdiness, the IFS CV axle has to flex and rotate
to greater degrees than a solid axle birfield or ujoint, so it's a little bit more likely to break when
stressed. The solid axle also has the benefit of being easier to lift and add moderate amounts of
flex to. Each has their own characteristic when flexing out - the IFS is more likely to cause the
truck to lean away from the obstacle, and too much of that can throw your center of balance off
and cause a roll. On the other hand, the IFS keeps you lower than the solid axle when flexing,
which can prevent an IFS truck from rolling in the same spot that'll put a solid axle truck on it's
roof. The Toyota CV axle is actually fairly stout, and can handle some decent abuse. It's also
very easy to mod it to a long travel setup that flexes just as well as a modded solid axle. I'd bet 9
out of 10 guys who SAS their 4Runners are doing it for macho points and don't actually come
anywhere near using the full capability of their IFS. The guy you know who stuck that JGC axle
under the front of his 4Runner is exhibit A - I'm sure he's much more impressed with his truck
now, but that Dana 30 is actually a weaker axle than the Toyota IFS he removed. If he really uses
it at all, he'll be breaking ujoints like they're going out of style, and if he doesn't, he's
downgraded the versatility and reliability of his 4Runner for nothing. If you're thinking about
swapping, ask yourself when's the last time you broke a CV on the trail, let that be your guide. If
you're breaking CV shafts left and right, it's maybe time to think about a swap or an upgrade to
RCVs, if you're flush. Otherwise, the IFS is almost always a better choice in my opinion. The
future lies that way to me, and the earth seems more unexhausted and richer on that side. The
Grey Bastard , 4Runner, driveway ornament. Find More Posts by KidVermicious. Originally
Posted by KidVermicious. Awesome response, I thought about sas on my 4runner. Come to
think of it, I only broke 1 cv axles on my 2nd gen. It probably be a waste of my fund that can be
put else where. I am no where near into hardcore crawling. Originally Posted by
santanvalleydirt. Originally Posted by Tyota I don't think I've seen an example of long travel on a
2nd or 1st Gen. Is there anyone on here with a good thread who's done it? Member's Picture
Albums. KidVermicious - that is probably the best response to this question I have ever seen!
Its a manual with 33's, 's, 4. I go wheelin with a group of heavily modified Jeeps and I can keep
up with them pretty much anywhere they go - santanvalleydirt - here are some pics and a video
of my LT 1st Gen: santanvalleydirt - I see you're in AZ also - I live in Chandler, if you ever want
to check out my setup or even go wheelin with us so you can see it work in person let me know!
I'm always down to get some dirt on the tires. Last edited by lofreqjeff; at PM. What are you
doing for tie rod ends there, Jeff, is that heims and stainless I see? I love that truck so much.
How much did the long travel run you if you dont mind me asking? Cartzo dirty dangler NoHair.
That looks fantastic! That thing is down right beastly. As a full-time college student with a job I
have little time for the long off-road treks I would love to have. If I ever get any free time that
sounds awesome. I've got mostly stock parts but I would love to see what my Runner can
handle. Originally Posted by BigRyan IFS is very capable once you sink enough money into it.
The reason most people go with a straight axle is cost per gain. To say that IFS isn't off road
worthy is far from the truth. An IFS with enough money and time in it will beat out a SA any day
on most terrain and conditions, it's just getting it there. So, just ignore the IFS haters. That
sounds pretty cool! Feel free to message me whenever you end up doing something like that. I'll

let you know if I have the time. I'm a little inexperienced with off-roading. Usually it's my step
dad and I roaming around the empty fields near where we live. He's got a Cj5 so it's fun to see
how each vehicle handles in comparison. BB code is On. Smilies are On. Forum Rules. All times
are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service names references in this web
site are used for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User Tag List. Page 1 of 4. Thread Tools.
Rate Thread. Join Date: Feb Posts: View Public Profile. Find More Posts by santanvalleydirt.
KidVermicious Elite Member. Visit KidVermicious's homepage! Tyota89 Member. Find More
Posts by Tyota Quote: Originally Posted by santanvalleydirt some people saying the IFS makes
for an almost useless off-roader, and the coils instead of the leaf springs making it doubly so.
Originally Posted by Tyota89 Awesome response, I thought about sas on my 4runner. BigRyan
Member. Quote: Originally Posted by santanvalleydirt I don't think I've seen an example of long
travel on a 2nd or 1st Gen. Find More Posts by BigRyan Find More Posts by lofreqjeff. Find More
Posts by snivilous. Originally Posted by BigRyan lofreqjeff nice 1st gen that thing is sick.
Originally Posted by santanvalleydirt That looks fantastic! Infamous82 Junior Member. Find
More Posts by Infamous Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Looking for 1st Gen. FS: Jeep straight
axle dana 30 High Pinion. Straight front axle conversion. User Name: Password: Remember Me?
Not a member yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Skip to main content. Related: toyota
solid front axle housing dana 60 front axle toyota front axle housing toyota e locker. Include
description. Solid Axle 1 Items 1. Toyota 18 Items Not Specified 4 Items 4. Brand Type. Genuine
OEM 18 Items Aftermarket Branded 2 Items 2. Not Specified 6 Items 6. No Warranty 4 Items 4.
Unspecified Length 3 Items 3. Lifetime 1 Items 1. Not Specified 18 Items Transmission Type.
Automatic 1 Items 1. Manual 4 Items 4. Not Specified 22 Items Placement on Vehicle. Front 24
Items Left 9 Items 9. Right 6 Items 6. Not Specified 2 Items 2. Drive Type. Not Specified 20 Items
Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 4 Items 4. New 2, Items 2, Used 40 Items Please provide a
valid price range. Buying Format. All Listings 2, Accepts Offers Buy It Now 2, Item Location. US
Only. North America. Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee.
More filters Any Condition New Used. Any Free International Shipping. Gallery View Customize.
Find the right parts for your Toyota. Enter Year Tell us about your vehicle to find the right parts
faster. Buy It Now. Almost gone. Shipping not specified. Leave feedback about your eBay
search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of
bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. This site uses cookies and other tracking technologies to assist with
navigation and your ability to provide feedback, analyze your use of product and services,
assist with our promotional and marketing efforts and provide content from third parties.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. For the best experience on our site, be sure to
turn on Javascript in your browser. Rest assured that your order is our top priority. As a result,
we are currently unable to refund shipping costs in the event your order delivery is delayed. Our
kits are comprised of high-quality components. We source our parts from reputable suppliers,
including Japanese made components such as our exclusive one-piece pitman arm, front
rotors, and tie rod ends. That was the first year for the fuel injected 22RE engine and the last
year of the straight axle front end. The problem is there are only so many '85's to go around and
demand for them is ever increasing. It has become obvious that converting IFS trucks to solid
axle makes for the best of both worlds. The conversion works out great - combining a newer
comfy, reliable and powerful V6 truck with the strength, wheel travel, and off-road capability that
the solid axle brings. The straight axle also means better options for front locking differentials,
stronger gears, and stronger axles. The well-designed ones work great for high-speed fire
roading and desert pre-running, but they are not the answer for trail riding and rock crawling.
With a straight axle truck, when your suspension compresses the differential ground clearance
increases. With an independent front end, as your suspension compresses your differential
gets closer to the ground creating clearance issues. There is no way to get around this on an
IFS truck, so it will never match the performance of a straight axle on a rocky trail. By
converting to crossover steering when you install your SAS, you can even retain the stock
steering box. About the only disadvantage with the straight axle conversion is you might notice
the highway ride is not quite as smooth. But that's a small price to pay for all the improvements
you gain off-road. These kits are designed to be installed by anyone with basic steel fabrication
skills. Welding, cutting, and grinding are required. Installation takes 3 - 5 days. Kits include
everything you need except a front axle and drive shaft. The and axle is the best choice due to
an extra truss added at the bottom of the axle in those years. NOTE: Kit does not include
driveshaft or axle. Installation Instructions. ALL-PRO products are warranted to be free from
defects in materials and workmanship prior to installation. Any alteration, improper use, or

modification will void this warranty. This warranty is extended by All-Pro to the original
purchaser. This warranty is effective for 90 days from the date of purchase. Any description of
the goods is for the sole purpose of identifying them, is not a part of the bargain, and does not
constitute a warranty that the goods will conform to that description. Any sample, model or
advertised item is for illustrative purposes only, is not part of the basis for the bargain, and is
not to be construed as a warranty that the good will conform to the sample, model, or
advertised item. No affirmation of fact or promise made by All-Pro will constitute a warranty that
the goods will conform to the affirmation or promise. Purchasers and users of our products are
responsible for determining the applicability of a product to their specific application. In the
event of a defect, malfunction, or failure to conform to this warranty, All-Pro will repair or
replace the goods without charge within 30 days of receipt of goods. The purchaser is
responsible for installation and removal of all parts, freight or shipping costs, and incidental or
consequential damages. Approve The Cookies This site uses cookies and other tracking
technologies to assist with navigation and your ability to provide feedback, analyze your use of
product and services, assist with our promotional and marketing efforts and provide content
from third parties. Allow Read more. Be the first to review this product. In stock. Leaf Springs
Choose an Option Add to Wish List. Item Description. Kit Includes: 1 Hy-Steer crossover
steering featuring our exclusive one-piece forged arms 2 Weld-on shock hoops with braces 2
Series Bilstein shocks 2 4-inch or 5-inch lift long travel front leaf springs with bushings 1 1-inch
lift spring hanger kit with greaseable shackles and frame tubes plus jigs 2 Vented Land Cruiser
style rotors allows the use of IFS brake calipers 2 1. Application Data. Skip to the end of the
images gallery. Skip to the beginning of the images gallery. RockSolidToys is known for it's
work on the later model vehicle's, but we're also just as capable of building the earlier models
as well. This Toyota 4Runner came to us with a swap done already. The owner was doing some
of the work himself with a friend and just ran out of time with the area he was building it at. He
gave us a call and asked if we could not only finish it but build it Rock Solid strong as well. We
told him yes. We would be honored to build it for him. He needed to move it quickly and we
didn't have room at the shop at the time so we brought it to the house. Another "Driveway
Dream" being built. The third gen 4Runner is becoming one of the best platforms to do a solid
axle swap on and to build an awesome trail rig. It's a perfect size vehicle to build upon and has
been super reliable with it's engine and transmission choices. It is one of my favorites vehicles
around. This one came to us with a ton of changes already. A rear 14 bolt full float axle, a high
pinion dana 60 front axle, 14" Fox coil overs with remote resi's among other stuff. What are we
going to do? Well, to start, we're going send the rear 14 bolt over to our good friends at Lost
Industries where they will shave the bottom of it and add an ARB Air Locker to it. When we get it
back we'll grind down all the welds on it and re-weld it all. Then we'll remove some of the
current brackets and cross members and install our RST front and rear three link setup. We'll
try to use as many brackets that are already there to save money if it makes sense. But the first
priority is to make it all Rock Solid and if we can do that with existing brackets and such we will.
We started by pulling of the tires and then all the links and shocks so we could pull this beast
from under the 4Runner. Once we pulled it out from under the Runner we looked it over and
realized that we wanted to make this build as clean as possible and the first order would
probably be to get rid of that huge truss if we can. The 4Runner will be riding on 42" tires and it
may require a large truss but we'll see. All of the suspension brackets and tabs will get our RST
signature weld in washer inserts into all of the bolt holes to help insure that those won't wallow
out in the future. We will be making some nice box's that will go over the shock towers that
come into the rear section of the cab so that weather, dirt and grime won't get in the truck from
that area along with exhaust fumes. Here is a short video that shows what else we'll be doing
with this 4Runner to make it not only trail worthy but road worthy as well. Stay tuned for more
on this 4Runner as we turn it into a worthy trail rig. For more information on a swap like this or
our other services please email us at info rocksolidtoys. You can also ask questions or add
your comments in the section below if you'd like. Thank you for spending your time with us.
Featured Posts. Great White " Carcharodon" Mottino Wash Run. Lexus GX Sliders, Rock Lights
and Suspension upgrades. Adding Dynatrac to the Beast. Future projects. The Great White
"Carcharodon" Swapping inputs on the FJ Cruiser T case. Recent Posts. MCR 17 SoCal Toyota
Offroad Fest. May 2 2 posts November 1 1 post May 1 1 post November 2 2 posts October 3 3
posts September 5 5 posts August 10 10 posts. Search By Tags. No tags yet. Follow Us. Toyota
pickups and 4Runners are some of the most reliable 4x4s a buyer can shop for. To go along
with that reliability comes genuine 4WD capability. However, for hard-core trail use, the '85
model year is the bull's eye for most buyers. That was the last year for a solid-axle leaf-sprung
front suspension and the first for the fuel-injected 22RE engine. In , Toyota changed its front
suspension in this country from a solid-axle leaf-spring design to the independent torsion bar

IFS design called Hi-Trac. The year was also the first for the new 3. In other parts of the world,
Toyota continued to sell its pickups with straight front axles. Fortunately for us, this means the
bare frame is beefy enough to support a solid-axle frontend without serious reinforcements. A
solid-axle suspension provides numerous advantages over the IFS, not the least of which are
increased wheel travel and articulation and large tire durability. It also allows the use of any
number of locking differentials or limited-slips in the front axle for added hard-core trail use.
The kit works on '86 to '95 Toyota pickups and 4Runners with either the V-6 or four-cylinder
engines. Be aware that this is not a bolt-on kit by any means. It require
2008 volkswagen new beetle hatchback
chrysler electronic ignition
2013 nissan frontier
s welding nearly every conversion part to the frame. So an experienced welder should handle
the welding portions of the conversion. Although All Pro has converted the newer Toyota
Tacomas to leaf springs and a solid axle, it requires much more work, and there is not a kit
available at this time. Our test mule for this conversion was a '92 4Runner daily driver with the
3. The swap on this vehicle is the milder of the two offered by All Pro 4-inch pack and will allow
the use of inch tires. The other conversion uses taller springs 6-inch pack and allows the use of
to inch tires. Depending on rear suspension options, both systems should articulate at or near
1, on the Ramp Travel Index. In this first part, we will cover the installation of the
solid-axle-conversion system. Next month, we'll ramp the setup, discuss rear suspension
options, and perform a full trail test. Stay tuned. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Ben
Stewart Photographer, Writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

